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SOLVING DATA CONSUMPTION
CHALLENGES WITH ENZO UNIFIED
Abstract: This white paper explains how companies can compress development and data
solving some of the most complex real-time data consumption challenges with the Enzo

Audience: Developers, Managers and Technology Leaders

Enzo™ is a registered trademark of Blue Syntax Consulting, LLC
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INTRODUCTION

from multiple source systems is vital for many scenarios, including data acquisition for
customer sentiment monitoring, data integration, enterprise data virtualization and IoT

This white paper introduces you to the major real-time data consumption challenges

nature of real-time data integration creates certain key challenges that most organizations

feeds, current weather conditions, geocoding services, address validation services,
on even more complex sources of data, such as accounting packages, legacy systems,

to consume, some companies still can’t consume them easily for the following reasons:
•
•

more software development, which usually translates into slower projects, more complex
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documentation, and as a result a heavy learning curve that varies depending on the vendor

corporate data, some companies also need simpler access to information from multiple

Organizations facing this challenge typically include those that have:
• Multiple systems storing related information
•
• Multiple departments working mostly in isolation
•
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• Systems are under stress and cannot sustain additional load
• Data sources are located in various geographical locations
•

heterogeneous systems include:
•
•

Companies likely to face this challenge include:
•
• Organizations with many remote locations
•
This duality can create a challenge for organizations trying to decide where the source

Realizing the challenges corporations face related to consuming unstructured data and
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can:
•
•
• Build edge caches of your data
•
• Expose any system as a REST and SQL service for modern consumption

organizations, including:
•
•
•
tasks
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In order to understand how each integration approach deals with the major data
challenges outlined previous, let’s look at the following aspects:

REAL-TIME AND UNIFORM DATA ABSTRACTION

DATABASE AND MOBILE ACCESS

EDGE CACHING

CENTRAL DATA GOVERNANCE
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and origin of underlying data sources, edge caching for remote data sources, and data
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SOLUTIONS

complexity and the expertise necessary to

a uniform way regardless of the source of
authentication mechanism regardless of
the data source, further simplifying data
virtually any data source in real-time without

virtual data source that merges information
from multiple systems, such as an ERP

enterprise data views on top of existing data
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•
•
• Create a single view of the truth for records stored in multiple source systems
• Migrate, merge, or retire underlying data sources transparently

In some cases, data sources are slow to
organizations, some key systems are under
heavy load, and administrators try to prevent
frequent access to minimize performance
mechanism for systems that may

• Shield certain systems from potential performance degradation
• Improve performance of data access
• Eliminate temporary connectivity issues from remote data sources

Most organizations face challenges with controlling

to centralize data access provides a unique
actual data usage, regardless of the type of data

a proxy authentication to the underlying data
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organizations typically favor one kind of
consumer over the other, most companies

The challenge stems from the fact that

resources, regardless of their native storage

CONCLUSION

real-time data access, a common view of enterprise data, edge caching, auditing and
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